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Abstract
Considering the regional characteristics of strategic emerging industries, we proposed a strategic emerging
industry selection model based on AHP-TOPSIS and used the model to do a comprehensive evaluation in order
to achieve a development selection of strategic emerging industries of a certain region. We build the industrial
competitiveness evaluation indicator system based on technological innovation perspective, and then we use
analytic hierarchy process (AHP) to make indicators empowerment. Finally, we use TOPSIS method to evaluate
strategic emerging industries in Guangdong Province of China. Instance analysis shows that the basic
conclusions are identical with the actual status quo in Guangdong, and it verifies the validity and rationality of
the model.
Keywords: selection, strategic emerging industries, AHP-TOPSIS
1 Introduction
Strategic emerging industry is the industry collection refers to the advanced technology, which plays an
important role in the national economy, and it has the influence on other industries. It can grow into a pillar
industry in the future but the industry is still in the incubation period and growth period (M, 2014). Its rise can be
expected to gradually become a new economic growth point in the future. Compared with the traditional
industries, the high-growth, innovative, driven and persistent of emerging industries of strategic will promote
sustainable development of the national economy (Ou, 2011). In the selection of strategic emerging industries
should be considered on the national will and policy support, and we should focus on the leading role effect of
industries and technology spillover effect of strategic emerging industries. It is necessary to consider the current
output value target, but also pay attention to the long-term industrial technology upgrading goals (Guo, 2011).
In terms of the definition and characteristics of strategic and emerging industries, Wan (2010) stressed the
strategic emerging industry is different from the “innovative” features of other industries; Zhu (2010)
emphasized the important significance of strategic emerging industries in the national economy and industrial
structure restructuring. Li et al. (2013) supposed that the scientific and technological innovation promote the
development of strategic emerging industries, therefore, they stressed the importance of technological innovation
in strategic emerging industry.
In terms of evaluation indicator research in strategic emerging industries, He et al. (2011) believed that the
indicator selection of strategic emerging industries should reflect the four characteristics, which refers to the
overall industry, industry leading and industry association, industry dynamics; Sun (2011) believed that the
development of emerging industries should include nature, economic, social and human, technological, industrial
competitiveness and the government of six aspects of select targets; Zhang et al. (2010) thought that we should
consider carefully to select the indicators in respective of policy-oriented, economic effects, innovation,
development potential.
In the evaluation of strategic emerging industries, He et al. (2010) uses fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method
to evaluate the emerging strategic industries; Zhang et al. (2010) used the method of gray correlation analysis on
emerging strategic industries to evaluate; Qiao (2010) used industry contribution and the industry regional
competitiveness as horizontal and vertical coordinates, drawing policy guidance to establish strategic emerging
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industries matrix selection model.
In summary, based on previous research, we construct a model of AHP-TOPSIS to do a selection and evaluation
research. AHP is a decision method for a common species of qualitative and quantitative, and TOPSIS method is
a common and effective method in a multi-objective decision analysis, this paper attempts to combine AHP and
TOPSIS, through a combination of empowerment methods to establish the strategic emerging industry selection
evaluation system, and the use TOPSIS to effectively evaluate and select strategic emerging industries of
Guangdong province.
2 Establishment of the Evaluation and Selection Model
2.1 The Determination of Indicator Weights via AHP
AHP, put forward by Saaty in the 1970s, calls for a hierarchical structure. The hierarchical structure generally
contains three sections.
Target hierarchy: the target that we want to achieve.
Criterion hierarchy: the factors that can affect the achievement of target.
Measure hierarchy: the scheme that is available.
Judgment matrix, A  ( aij ) mn , is constructed according to the 1-9 scale method. The weights and maximum
eigenvalue, calculated by judgment matrix, are used to figure out the consistency index, CI,

CI 

max  n
n 1

RI , is determined with the order of matrix n

CI
RI

CR 

Only when CR < 0.1, can the judgment consistency matrix be accepted, that is, the weights can be employed.
2.2 TOPSIS Method
TOPSIS is proposed by Huang et al. (1981), which is an excellent evaluation method. The basic idea is:
comprehensive evaluation problem is transformed into gaining the differences between each evaluated
object-“distance”. That is, be in the normalized data matrix to find the optimal goal and the worst goal and
determine the positive ideal solution and the negative ideal solution, then to calculate the distance between each
evaluation object and the ideal solution and also the negative ideal solution, and comparing to get comprehensive
evaluation rankings. Concrete steps of TOPSIS method are as follows (He et al., 2014):
Step 1: Polarity process evaluation indicators to obtain polarity consistent matrix, due to the indicators data of
this paper are all very large indicators, it may not be processed.
Step 2: Normalize the evaluation indicators through the range transformation method, the normalized matrix
X  ( xij ) mn is:
xij 

rij  min{rij }
i

max{rij }  min{rij }

, i  1, 2,...m; j  1, 2,..., n

i

i

Where rij is the value of the corresponding journal indicators, xij is the dimensionless value, and also
xij  [0,1], i  1, 2,..., m; j  1, 2,..., n .
Step 3: Construct a weighted decision matrix norms Z. Based on weight of each indicator, so
zij  wij xij , i  1, 2,...m; j  1, 2,..., n .




Step 4: Determine positive ideal solution z and negative ideal solution z . Suppose the j-th attribute value




of positive ideal solution z is z j , and the j-th attribute value of negative ideal solution z is z j .

So, positive ideal solution and negative ideal solution are denoted by:
z   min{zij }, i  1, 2,..., m; j  1, 2,..., n , z   max{zij }, i  1, 2,..., m; j  1, 2,..., n
i

i



Step 5: Separately calculate the distance between i-th evaluation object and ideal solution. di is the distance


between i-th evaluation object and positive ideal solution z , and d i is the distance between i-th evaluation
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d i 
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 (z
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ij

 z j ) 2 , i  1, 2,..., m

Step 6: Caalculate relativve comprehenssive evaluationn value of eachh object and rannk them.
Compreheensive evaluation value for evvaluation object is:

bi 

d i
, i  1, 2,...., m
d  di

i

Compreheensive evaluation value is beetween 0 and 1, if the value iis closer to 1, indicating thatt the correspon
nding
evaluationn objects closerr to the optimaal level; converrsely, the worsst level.
Summarization above, we
w determine thhe weight of eevaluation indiicators of emerrging industriees via AHP, an
nd we
use TOPSIS method to have a comprrehensive evalluation rankingg, and further,, select compeetitive industriies to
analyze. T
This is the estabblishment of thhe evaluation aand selection m
model.
3. Instancce Analysis
3.1 Constrruction of Evalluation Index SSystem of Emeerging Industryy
This papeer is based onn the researchh results of a number of sscholars. We ultimately cooncluded to re
egard
technologyy innovation dimension, economic efficciency, knowlledge efficiency, hardware support, softtware
support thhose five dimennsions as the index evaluatiion system thrrough using Delphi method by the Guangdong
Provincial Science and Technology D
Department (to easily describbe, we use fivve dimensions for the short).. The
evaluationn system is shoown in Figure 1 as follows:

Figure 1. Evaluation inddex system of emerging induustry
Among thhem, the technnical innovatioon behavior reefers to innovvative knowleddge and new technologies, new
processes, new producttion methods and business model implementation proocess. Researcch developmen
nt or
technologyy combinationn is a maniffestation of ttechnological innovation bbehavior, withhout technolo
ogical
innovationn behavior, thhe old productts cannot be transformed iinto new prodducts, new tecchnology and new
services. C
Current technology innovatioon behavior dim
mension, geneerally is measuured by the inveestment of regional
science annd technologyy, industry sccience and tecchnology perssonnel, goverrnment science and techno
ology,
scientific aand technologgical cooperatioon. Economic efficiency andd knowledge eefficiency beloong to the con
ntents
of the bennefits of technoological innovation. Becausee the technicall innovation beehavior is necessary conditio
on to
improve thhe competitiveeness of emergging industries, technology innnovation benefits can direcctly reflect the level
of compettitiveness of em
merging indusstries. At preseent, we use em
merging industtry output valuue, sales incom
me to
measure thhe economic efficiency, annd use increassing the annuaal amount of license numbber and tradem
marks
number off famous brannds to measurre knowledge efficiency. A
Ability to suppport technologgical innovatio
on is
divided innto hardware support and ssoftware suppoort, it can proomote or hindder emerging enhance indu
ustrial
competitivveness to a certain extent. And the abillity is mainlyy measured thhrough the innnovative platfform,
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technology services and GDP.
3.2 Collection and Collation of Data
As the statistics and statistical indicators of emerging industry cannot be obtained, in order to establish priority
target industries, we selected towns as an emerging industry specialized to represent the Guangdong Province.
This paper selected 82 specialized town to study emerging industries, including 15 of new electronic information
industries, 4 of the semiconductor lighting industries, 3 of biopharmaceutical industries, 24 of new materials
industries, 20 of energy saving industries, 8 of ocean industries, 5 of logistics industries, and 3 of the electric car
industries. And the competitiveness of those industries is evaluated in respect of technology, economic,
knowledge, hardware, software. Each emerging industries corresponding specialized town listed in Table 1
below, the data of this paper are mainly from the master’s thesis of Ou (2011).
In order to analyze data easily and ensure comparability of data, this paper uses the data after standardization
process. After principal component analysis, with the correlation coefficient matrix variables, Bartlett sphericity
test and the KMO test method analysis, and then using varimax factor rotation method; after scores calculated by
regression, come to the competitiveness scores of emerging industry specialized town in behalf of the
Guangdong Province in technology, dimension, economic and knowledge, hardware, software. Part of the
evaluation ratings in the following Table 1.
Table 1. Part of the evaluation ratings
Industry code

Specialized towns

Technological B1

B1
B2
B1
B2
B1
B2
B1
B2
B1
B2

Nanhai Luocun office
Technology innovation town(Lighting specialized)
Nanhai Luocun office
Technology innovation town(Lighting specialized)
Nanhai Luocun office
Technology innovation town(Lighting specialized)
Nanhai Luocun office
Technology innovation town(Lighting specialized)
Nanhai Luocun office
Technology innovation town(Lighting specialized)

4.6305
17.2969
0.9292
2.5413
8.5484
0.4586
30.9987
19.5521
-5.1508
54.7844

3.3 Construction of Emerging Industry Optimization Model Based on AHP-TOPSIS
According to the collating the evaluation index score above the industry classification and sorted by industry,
and we obtained the average of each industry evaluation of the corresponding five scores, and regard it as a
evaluation index industry ratings, data processing are shown in Table 2 below.
Table 2. Part of the evaluation index ratings
Technology

Economic

Knowledge

Hardware

Software

Semiconductor lighting

14.9020

3.7375

23.5998

21.5041

28.8162

Electric car

2.4628

7.6561

30.7075

35.9077

19.2159

Ocean

5.3080

-0.8347

7.1954

0.9252

24.8552

Energy saving

4.7008

-0.2256

3.1754

1.9334

30.4525

New materials

9.9429

5.4690

11.2848

5.0094

40.2326

Biopharmaceutical

4.0754

1.1840

15.9889

3.3760

32.7944

Logistics

21.9670

0.4058

28.3425

28.2972

40.2564

New electronic information

27.7382

19.0139

12.5544

13.1338

54.1710

According to the shown data, to horizontal comparison, the composite score of semiconductor lighting industry
in technological is 14.9020, in terms of economic composite score for 3.7376, on knowledge integrated score for
23.5998, the composite score of hardware for 21.5042, software composite score for 28.8163. In the
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semiconductor lighting industry, software support is the most competitive relative to other index. Similarly we
can see, in the electric vehicle industry, the most competitive is hardware support; in the marine industry, the
software support is the most competitive; in the energy-saving and environmental protection industry, the
software supports is the most competitive; in the new materials industry, the most competitive is knowledge
efficiency ; in the biopharmaceutical industry, software support is the most competitive; in the logistics industry,
the software support is the most competitive; in the word of new electronic information industry, software
support is the most competitive. To longitudinal comparison, in aspect of technology, economic, software
support, new electronic information industry is the most competitive; in respect of knowledge and hardware
support, the electric car industry’s the most competitive.
3.3.1 Determination of the Weight of Evaluation Index
This paper uses AHP method to determine the weight. At first, we built the judgment matrix. Its judgment
matrix shows the interaction relationship among the indexes. Each row of the determine the matrix A represents
technology, economic, knowledge, hardware, software.

A

1
1

2
1
1
3
1

4

2
1
3
2
3
1
2

1
1
2
1
1
3
1
4

3
3
2
3
1
3
4

4

2

4
4
3

1


The column vector ω （0.315, 0.158 , 0.343 , 0.105 , 0.079 ） obtained by A. Corresponds of above
consistency ratio CR = 0.0218, is less than 0.1,which is indicating the consistency of judgment matrix is
acceptable. Finally, the obtained weights of five indicators are shown in Table 3 as follows (technology W1,
economic W2, knowledge W3, hardware W4, software W5).
Table 3. Weights of five indicators
Index

Weights

Technology W1

0.315

Economic W2

0.158

Knowledge W3

0.343

Hardware W4

0.105

Software W5

0.079

According to shown table, the share of knowledge is 0.343, which plays a bigger role in those five indicators.
The second one is technology, which proportion is 0.315. The others, economic, hardware, software support is
0.158, 0.105 and 0.079. It is obvious the technology and knowledge will bring to the industry more competitive
in the evaluation of the emerging industry competitiveness.
3.3.2 Positive and Negative Ideal Solution of Evaluation System Based on TOPSIS Method
After determining the weight of the evaluation index, we can obtain a weighted average score on the
competitiveness of emerging industries according to previous data. And we calculate the positive and negative
ideal solutions of emerging industries and the extent of closing to the positive and negative the ideal value
through using a weighted score based on the results of TOPSIS. Because the data is standardized by the AHP
method, it can directly use into the calculations. Some results are shown in Table4 as follow.
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Table 4. Positive and negative ideal solutions of emerging industries
Industry
Semiconductor lighting

d+

d-

D

13.3668

11.6506

0.4657

Electric car

17.8366

7.1346

0.2857

Ocean

24.632

17.3422

0.4131

Energy saving

25.5206

14.1251

0.3562

New materials

19.3319

24.2200

0.5561

Biopharmaceutical

21.1692

12.3895

0.3691

Logistics

9.4072

18.3837

0.6614

New electronic information

12.9417

27.2815

0.6782

The table shows that, D8>D7>D5>D1>D3>D6>D4>D2. The positive and negative solutions of new electronic
information industry are most close to the ideal solutions. The second one is logistics industry. The extend
closeness of electric car industry is weakest. In addition , The fact, which refers to the difference of maximum
value and minimum value is 0.3925, indicates differences of closeness extend between emerging industries in
Guangdong Province are a bit big. The closer to the extent, the more competitive to the industry, we can see the
greater the dominant development of emerging industries in Guangdong. The above results indicate that in terms
of industrial competitiveness, new electronic information is the strongest, followed by the logistics industry, new
materials industry, semiconductor lighting, marine industry, bio-pharmaceutical industry, energy saving industry,
the weakest is the electric car industry. Therefore, we should give priority to the development of more
competitive new electronic information industry, logistics industry, new materials industry, semiconductor
lighting industry.
3.3.3 Situation Analysis of Emerging Industries in Guangdong Province
In 2014, the strategic emerging industries in Guangdong Province continued the good trend of steady
development and enhanced overall strength. Also the industries continued to expand the scale and it is powerful
impetus to the province's economic growth. In 2014, the strategic emerging industries added value of 317.771
billion yuan in Guangdong, 8.1% over the previous year. The province's industrial market share is 12.4%, and
industrial sales output value is 1,266,740,000,000 trillion yuan, which is an increase of 10.5%.
From the perspective of industrial scale, new electronic information industry, bio-industry, energy saving
industry and energy saving industry, new materials industry and semiconductor lighting industry have achieved
large value of total industrial added value. The industrial added value, are 119.638 billion yuan, 88.84 billion
yuan, 32.268 billion yuan, 27.633 billion yuan, 25.768 billion yuan , the shares are respectively 37.6%, 28.0%,
10.2%, 8.7%, 8.1%, the size of the province industrial added value accounted for 4.7%, 3.5%, 1.3%, 1.1%, 1.0%.
Specific data are shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Output value of emerging industries in Guangdong province in 2014
Industry

Total output value

Increase value

Absolute

Absolute

Billion yuan

Growth(%)

Billion yuan

Growth(%)

Total

13125.03

10.9

3177.71

1. New electronic information

5446.39

10.1

1196.38

8.1
9

2. Electric car

61.79

4

16.27

6.7

3. Semiconductor lighting

1300.04

7.4

257.68

5.6

4. Biopharmaceutical

2613.98

16.5

888.4

9.9

5.High level equipment manufacture

918.5

9.3

211.56

6.2

6.Energy saving

1466.01

6.3

322.68

3.7

7. New resource

470.67

7.7

112.24

4.1

8.New material

1351.54

10.9

276.33

7.2

From the growth perspective: in 2014, the province's strategic emerging industries grew faster in bio-industry
and new electronic information industry, were up 9.9% and 9.0%. The growth rate of new materials industry,
new electric car industry and high-level equipment manufacturing industry is more than 6.0%.
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Seen from above data, new electronic information industry’s growth rate is 10.1%, which contribute to the
growth of emerging industry. The new materials industry’s rate is 10.9%, it is the largest contribution to GDP
growth for the emerging industry's. New electronic information industry and new material industry are the most
competitive in the industry development in Guangdong Province. Semiconductor lighting’s growth trend is also
best with the rate of 7.4%. The present situation of development of emerging industries in Guangdong Province
is consistent with optimization using AHP-TOPSIS model. The fact indicates that AHP-TOPSIS model came to
the conclusion on applicability of strategic industry development of Guangdong Province. Development situation
of new electronic car are at the end of the development of emerging industries, which is probably in Guangdong
province for the development of new energy vehicles such as electric vehicles, has just started, compared with
other fast-growing industries are still in a relatively backward position. As times goes on, the competitiveness of
new electronic car may be creeping up. To sum up, in order to continue to improve the speed of development and
promote development of emerging industries in Guangdong Province, we should vigorously develop more
competitive industries such as new electronic information industry, new materials industry, semiconductor
lighting.
4. Conclusion

Since 1898, Guangdong’s GDP in 30 provinces and cities in China, continuously occupy the first. Guangdong
Province has become the biggest economic province of China, accounting for 1/8 of the total economy output,
and beyond Hong Kong and Taiwan, and has reached the upper-middle-income countries, of moderately
developed countries. In 2014, Guangdong provincial government published the “Guangdong strategic emerging
industries the twelfth five-year plan” on the website, indicating that total 148 new industrial projects will be built
with a total investment of 388.588 billion yuan. Among them, the provincial finance in the "five" period, will
invest 22 billion yuan to support centralized strategic emerging industries. So it is very necessary to study on the
optional selection to develop the emerging industry in Guangdong province.
Based on the AHP-TOPSIS method, this paper researched the evaluation and optimization of multiple strategic
emerging industries in Guangdong Province. At the time of using the AHP method, we consider the expert
opinions and the objectivity required of the data itself, and chooses data types based on previous researches, in
order to achieve the TOPSIS method to calculate the error reduction.
First of all, based on past research, this paper identified five indicators for the evaluation of industry
competitiveness, namely, the technological innovation dimension, economic efficiency, knowledge efficiency,
hardware support and software support. These five areas are the important factors affecting the competitiveness
of industries. Then the paper used the Delphi method to determine matrix to be used by the method of AHP
judgment. And according to the judgment matrix, we obtained weight vector, the proportion of scores in the
competitiveness in the industry is acceptable after consistency checking. Then the emerging industries of total
index scores are weighted to be preferential. Using the industry's overall competitiveness rating by TOPSIS
method, we calculated the positive values, negative values, and the closeness extent. Compared with each
emerging industries, in Guangdong Province, there is a new electronic information industry, new materials
industry and semiconductor lighting industry. Finally, emerging industry development’s present situation
investigation and analysis of Guangdong Province in 2014 has shown that new electronic information industry
and new materials industry, semiconductor lighting industry are ranking top 3. It coincides with the results
obtained in this paper. Therefore, we concluded we should give priority to the development of new electronic
information industry, new materials industry and semiconductor lighting industry in Guangdong Province,
This paper used the AHP-TOPSIS method from the technological innovation dimension, economic efficiency,
knowledge efficiency, hardware support and software support as evaluation index of emerging industries in
Guangdong Province. This research method in region-specific optimization of multi-level strategic emerging
industries is of applicability, and it can adapt to the strategic emerging industries for the development of
comprehensive evaluation and optimization.
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